Generalized Kac-Moody algebras were introduced by Borcherds in the study of Conway and Norton's moonshine conjectures for the Monster sporadic simple group. In this paper, we prove the Kazhdan-Lusztig conjecture for generalized Kac-Moody algebras under a certain mild condition, by using a generalization (to the case of generalized Kac-Moody algebras) of Jantzen's character sum formula. Our (main) formula generalizes the celebrated result for the case of Kac-Moody algebras, and describes the characters of irreducible highest weight modules over generalized Kac-Moody algebras in terms of the "extended" Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials.
Introduction
This paper is the second part of our work on the Kazhdan-Lusztig conjecture for symmetrizable generalized Kac-Moody algebras. Here, as in our previous paper [N] , a generalized Kac-Moody algebra (GKM algebra for short) is nothing but a complex contragredient Lie algebra g(A) associated to a certain real square matrix (called a GGCM) A = (a,;),;e/ indexed by a finite set 7 = {1, 2, ... , n} (see [K, Chapter 11] and §1 below) . (This definition is due to Kac, and slightly different from the one by Borcherds [Bl].) In [N] , we proved that the multiplicity [V((w, ß) o A) : L((w', ß') o A)] ((w,ß), (w', ß') £ W x sé (A)) of the irreducible highest weight g(A)-module L((w', ß')oA) with highest weight (w', ß')oA in the Verma module V((w, ß) o A) with highest weight (w, ß)o A is independent of the choice of the dominant integral weight A £ P+ . Furthermore, we conjectured that, under the condition on the GGCM A = (a¡j)ijeI that a" ^ 0 (i £ I), the multiplicity [V((w, ß)o A) : L((w', ß') o A)] is equal to P{w,ß),{w> ,ß<)(l), where P(w,ß),(w' ,ß')(q) is the extended Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomial in q for Wxs/ .
In the present paper, we show that this conjecture is true. Namely, we prove the following theorem.
Theorem I (Theorem 6.2.2). Let q(A) be a GKM algebra. Assume that the GGCM A = (aij)ij€¡ is symmetrizable, and satisfies the condition that a" ^ 0 (i £ I). Then, for a dominant integral weight A £ P+ and (w, ß) £ Wxsrf(A), we have chV((w,ß)oA)= ¿2 P{w,ß),(W>,ß')(l)chL((w',ß')oA).
(w1 ,ß')eWxsn? (A) Equivalently, for (w, ß) e W x s/(A), we have chL((w,ß)oA)= Y, (-i)(Kw')+Wß'))-(H«>)+Wß)) {w' ,ß')CiWxsif(A)
•Q{w,ß),{W',ßn(l)chV((w',ß')oA),
where Q(W,ß),(w',ß')(Q) ((w>> ß') £ IV x sé'(A)) are the extended inverse Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials in q, such that for (w, ß), (w', ß') £ W x sé , (y,y)Ç.Wxs?
= ^(w,ß),{w' ,ß')-
Here ch F denotes the formal character of a (weight) g(A)-module V, i(w) is the length of w £ W, and ht(jff) ¿s the height of ß £s/ .
Since GKM algebras obviously include Kac-Moody algebras, our result above is a generalization of the celebrated result (for Kac-Moody algebras) due to Kashiwara and Tanisaki [Ka, KT] , or to Casian [C] .
Our main tool is the following generalization (to symmetrizable GKM algebras) of Jantzen's character sum formula for a quotient of two Verma modules (cf. [J] and [RW] ).
Theorem II (Theorem 4.3.12 and Proposition 5.2.1). Let q(A) be a GKM algebra associated to a symmetrizable GGCM A = (ajj)jjei satisfying the condition that an ¿0 (i £ I). Let a = w(af £ W ■ 77"" with w £ IV and a, £ 77"", and let X £ b* be such that 2(X + p\a) = (a\a) where a(X) £ Z, the roots ß £ A+ and y £ A+ are taken with their multiplicities.
In particular, in the case where X = w(A+p)-p for A £ P+ with (A\otj) = 0, the constant a(X) above is equal to 1.
The proof of Jantzen's character sum formula for symmetrizable Kac-Moody algebras by Rocha-Caridi and Wallach [RW] can be adapted with only minor modifications to the case of symmetrizable GKM algebras g(A) if we assume that the GGCM A = (Oij)i,Mi satisfies the condition that a" ^¿ 0 (i £ I). So we shall only sketch the proof, pointing out where the modifications are needed. This paper is organized as follows. In §1 we recall some elementary facts about GKM algebras and the notation used in [N] . In §2 we review the notions of the extended Bruhat ordering on W x sé and the extended Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials for W x sé introduced in [N] . In addition, we define the extended inverse Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials for W x sé . In §3 , following [K] and [DGK] , we give a brief account of fundamentals of the representation theory of GKM algebras that we need in this paper. In §4 we study two kinds of Jantzen's character sum formulas for symmetrizable GKM algebras. One corresponds to a single Verma module, and is proved more generally for symmetrizable contragredient Lie algebras by Kac and Kazhdan [KK] . The other corresponds to a quotient of two Verma modules, and plays an essential role in the proof of the Kazhdan-Lusztig conjecture (Theorems 6.1.2 and 6.2.2).
In §5, using the former character sum formula, we show that, for A £ P+ , w £ W , and a¡ £ sé (A), the multiplicity [V((w , 0) o A) : L((w , af o A)] is equal to Pw,w(l) = 1 under the assumption that a" ^ 0 (i £ I). We then use this result to obtain further information (= the second assertion of Theorem II) about the latter character sum formula. In §6 we establish our main theorem (Theorem I) stated above.
I would like to express my sincere thanks to Professor Kiyokazu Suto for many valuable discussions and helpful suggestions.
Preliminaries and notation
In this section, we recall some elementary facts about generalized Kac-Moody algebras from [Bl] and [K, Chapter 11] , and also fix notation.
1.1. Notation. Since this paper is a continuation of [N] , we follow its notation. Throughout this paper, all the vector spaces are over the field C of complex numbers, unless otherwise specifically stated. For a finite-dimensional vector space V, we denote by (• , •) a duality pairing between V and its algebraic dual F*:=Homc(F,C).
For a Lie algebra a, U(d) denotes its universal enveloping algebra. We denote by R the field of real numbers, and by Z the ring of rational integers. For an integer aaa £ Z, we put Z>m := {ac £ Z | k > aaa} , Z>m := {ac e Z | k > m}.
Generalized Kac-Moody algebras.
Let / = {1,2,...,aa} be a finite index set, and let A = (a,^),-je/ be a real nxn matrix satisfying the following conditions:
(Cl) either a" = 2 or a¡¡ < 0 for i £ I ; (C2) ai} < 0 if I# j, and fly £ Z for ; / i if au = 2 ; (C3) aij = 0&aji = 0.
We call such a matrix a GGCM (= generalized generalized Cartan matrix). For any GGCM A = (fly)f,ye/j we have a triple (b, 77 = {q;},€/, 77v = {q7},6/) satisfying the following (see [K, Chapter 1] 
(RI) b is a finite-dimensional (complex) vector space such that dimc f) = 2aa -rank A ;
(R2) n = {a,},e/ c b* is linearly independent, and 77v = {af}ie¡ c b is linearly independent, where b* := Homc(f), C) ; (R3) (ctj, of) = a¡j (i, j £ I), where (• , •) denotes a duality pairing between b and b* . The above triple is called a realization of A .
From now on, we assume that the GGCM A = (flyO/jg/ 1S symmetrizable, i.e., there exists a diagonal matrix D := diag(ei, e2, ... , e") such that detD 0 and D~XA is symmetric. Then we may and do assume that e, > 0 for all i£l.
The generalized Kac-Moody algebra (= GKM algebra) q(A) associated to a symmetrizable GGCM A = (tttj)tjèj is the Lie algebra (over C) generated by the above vector space b and the elements e¡, f (i £ I) satisfying the following relations (see [Bl] , [K, Chapter 11] where zl+ (c ß+ := X},e/Z>0a:/) is the set of positive roots, ¿f_ (= -A+) is the set of negative roots, and gQ is the root space corresponding to a root a £ A = A+ U zL C b*. Note that gQj = Ce¡, a_a, = Cfi for / e /, and that mult(a) := dimc fla = dimc fl-a < +oo for a £ A+ . Put n+ := ¿Zîej+ fla , n_ := £«6j+ ß_a , and b := h © n+ .
1.3. Imaginary simple roots. We put Ve := {i £ I \ an = 2}, /"" := {/ e 1 I <2" < 0}, and nre := {a, e II \ i e Ire} the set of real simple roots, nim := {a, £ n \i £ I'm} the set of imaginary simple roots. For a,, a7 e 77"" , we say that a, is perpendicular to af if a,7 = 0. (Remark that an imaginary simple root a, e 77"" is perpendicular to itself if a" = 0.) For X £ b* and a¡ £ 77"" , we say that a, is perpendicular to X if (X, af) = 0. Now fix an element A £ P+ := {X £ b* \ (X, af) > 0 (a e /), and (A, of) £ Z>o if a« = 2}. Then we define a subset J^(¿1) (resp. sé (A) ) of h* to be the set of all sums of distinct (resp. not necessarily distinct), pairwise perpendicular, imaginary simple roots perpendicular to A . Note that sé :=sé(0) contains the set {0} U 77"" U {maj \ m £ Z>2, o; £ 77"" with a¡f = 0} by definition, while maf (aaa > 2) do not belong to 5? := ^(0).
For an element ß = 2~^¿g/«n kta¡ (ac, £ Z>o), we put ht(j8) = S¿6/,m /c(, and call it the height of ß .
1.4. Weyl group, real roots, and imaginary roots. For i £ Ve, let r¡ be the simple reflection of h* given by: r¡(X) = X -(X, ct^a, (X £ h*). The Weyl group W of q(A) is the subgroup of GL(b*) generated by the r, 's (i £ Ire). Note that (W, {r¡ \ i £ Ire}) is a Coxeter system. For an element w £ W, t(w) denotes the length of w .
Let Are := W • IIre (the set of real roots), and Aim := A \ Are (the set of imaginary roots).
Here we recall the following characterization of positive imaginary roots: for an element a = £¿6/Ac,a, £ Q+\{0} , we define supp(a) to be the subdiagram of the Dynkin diagram of A = (a¡f)jj€i corresponding to the subset {i £ I \ Ac, > 1} of /. Then we know that AimnA+ = [J w(K) , where K := {a £ Q+\ {0} | (a, aY) < 0 (i £ I), and supp(a) is connected}. In particular, the set Aim n A+ of positive imaginary roots is IP-stable.
For a real root a = w(a¡) (w £ IV, a¡ £ nre), we define the reflection ra of h* with respect to a by: ra(X) = X -(X, av)a (X £ b*), where av := w(aY) e h is the dual real root of a. Note that ra = wr¡w~x £ IV.
1.5. Invariant bilinear forms. Since we have been assuming that the GGCM A = (a¡j)ijei is symmetrizable, there exists a nondegenerate, symmetric, invariant bilinear form (•!•) on q(A) . Note that the restriction of this bilinear form (•!•) to the Cartan subalgebra b is also nondegenerate, so that it induces (through a linear isomorphism v: b -* b* ) on h* a nondegenerate, symmetric, H^-invariant bilinear form, which we again denote by (-|-). Moreover, we have v(af) = e,a, (1<a'<aa), (a,|o/) = e"1 • ai} (I < i, j < n).
We remark that a root a £ A is an imaginary root if and only if (aja) < 0.
1.6. Verma modules over GKM algebras and their irreducible quotients. For X £ b*, we denote by V(X) the Verma module U(g(A)) <8>u(b) C(A) with highest weight X over the GKM algebra q(A) . Here C(X) is the one-dimensional bmodule with weight X, on which n+ acts trivially. As is well-known, the Verma module V(X) contains a unique maximal proper g(^)-submodule V'(X). We define L(X) to be the quotient a(^)-module V(X)/V'(X), and hence L(X) is the irreducible highest weight g(y4)-module with highest weight X.
2. BRUHAT ORDERING AND KAZHDAN-LUSZTIG POLYNOMIALS 2.1. Extended Bruhat ordering. Here we recall the notion of the Bruhat ordering on the direct product IV x sé of the Weyl group W and sé = sé(0) introduced in [N] .
Definition 2.1.1 (Bruhat ordering). Let wx, w;2 £ W. We write Wi <-u;2 if there exists some y £ Are n A+ such that wx = ryW2 and l(wx) = ¿(wf) + 1. Moreover, for w, w' £ W, we write w ^ w' if w = w' or if there exist wx, ... ,wt£lV such that w^wk<--,r-wtfrrw\ if there exists some af £ 77"" such that ßx = ß2 + a¡. Moreover, for ß = T,k€iim mk<*k. ß' = T,ice¡"" m'kak € sé , we write ß ^ ß' if mk > m'k for all if wx <-W2 and ßx = ß2 or if wx = w2 and ßx <-ß2.
Moreover, for (w, ß), (w', ß') £ IV x sé , we write (w, ß) ^ (w', ß') if w ^ w' and ß > /?'. Furthermore, for (w, ß), (w', ß') e W x sé , we put
We call the polynomials P(W,ß),{W',ß')(Q) ((™, ß), (W, ß1) £ W x sé) the extended Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials for IV x sé . It is also known (cf. [KL2] , [KT] ) that there exist the inverse Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials Qw<y(q) (w ^y£ W) for the Coxeter system (W, {r, | /' £ Ve}), such that Y. (-^)e(y)~e{w)Qw,y(Q)Py,w'(g) = Sw,W' (w^w').
w^.y^W
We set Qw,y(q) '•= 0 unless w < y.
We put Qß,ß>(q) := Pß,ß>(q) for ß, ß' £ sé , and then
for (w , ß), (w', ß') £ W x sé . We call the polynomials Q(W,ß),(w',ß')(q) ((w, ß), (w', ß') £ IV xsé) the extended inverse Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials for W xsé .
Basic representation theory of GKM algebras
In this section, we briefly review some elementary notions and results of the representation theory of GKM algebras.
3.1. Category cf. Before defining the category cf, we introduce a partial ordering on h* by:
Now we define the category cf of g(^)-modules as follows. The objects of cf are g(^)-modules V satisfying the following (see [K, Chapter 9] ):
(1) V admits a weight space decomposition v = Y?vT with finite-dimensional weight spaces Vx ; (2) there exists a finite subset {Xx, ... , Xs} of h* such that the set P(V) of all weights of V is contained in a finite union (js¡=x D(X¡), where
The morphisms in cf are a(^4)-module homomorphisms. We note that the category cf is closed under the operations of taking submodules, quotients, finite direct sums, and (finite) tensor products.
Obviously, highest weight g(;4)-modules, such as V(X) and L(X) (X £ h*), are in the category cf.
Formal characters and multiplicities.
Here, from [K, Chapter 9] and [DGK] , we recall the definitions of the formal character of a module V in the category cf and the multiplicity [V :
First we define the algebra I? as follows: the elements of I? are series of the form 2~^T€Xr cre(r), where c,eC and cT = 0 for x outside a finite union of sets of the form D(X) = X -Q+ (X £ b*). Here the elements e(t) (x £ h*) (called formal exponentials) are linearly independent, and are in one-to-one correspondence with the elements x of b*. The multiplication in f is defined by e(xx) ' e(x2) := e(xx + x2) (xx, x2 £ b*). Thus, f becomes a commutative associative algebra over C with the identity e(0).
For a module V = Y!%t,* *7 in the category cf, we define the formal character ch V of V by ch V := 2^Tefi*(^^mc *7MT) • Clearly, we have ch V £ % for a module V in the category cf.
Furthermore, a family {fx = Z7e(). cxre(x)}xex of elements in 'S indexed by an arbitrary set X is said to be summable if (1) there exist Xx, ... , Xk £ b* such that, for each x £ X, cXT = 0 for x outside \J*=xD(Xi), (2) for each x £ b*, cx% = 0 for all but finitely many x £ X .
In this case, we define J2xeXfx to be the element TffJXç.i].Ç2lx€xcxx)e(x) of W , and call it the saaaaa of the fx 's.
Then we know the following. 3.3. Some module-theoretic results on GKM algebras. Here we collect some results about the irreducible subquotients and embeddings of Verma modules over symmetrizable GKM algebras established in [N] , which we shall use frequently later.
We choose and fix an element p £b* such that (p, af) = (1/2) • a,, for all a £ I, or equivalently, (p\a¡) = (1/2) • (a¡\a¡) for all i £ I. From now on, we shall use the notation For the following results, the symmetrizability assumption on the GGCM A is essential. 
Note that any nonzero g(v4)-module homomorphism between two Verma modules is injective. So we may write V((wx,ßx)oA)cV((w2,ß2)oA) when the equality holds in the above theorem. 
Generalization of Jantzen's character sum formula
In this section, we obtain a generalization to GKM algebras of Jantzen's character sum formula for a quotient of two Verma modules.
The original formula was proved by Jantzen [J] for finite-dimensional semisimple Lie algebras (over C), and was generalized to the case of symmetrizable Kac-Moody algebras by Rocha-Caridi and Wallach [RW] .
We now generalize this formula to the case of symmetrizable GKM algebras 2(A) associated to a GGCM A = (a,7),)je/ satisfying the condition that a¡¡ / 0 (i £ I). (This condition seems essential to us.) As mentioned earlier, under this condition, we may apply the proof (for the case of Kac-Moody algebras) by Rocha-Caridi and Wallach to the case of GKM algebras by making minor changes. So we shall give only a sketch of the proof, which, however, occupies the whole of §4.3 .
Shapovalov form and its determinant.
Here we recall the definition of the Shapovalov form on the universal enveloping algebra C/(n_) of the Lie subalgebra n_ = Yla&A 8-<* OI> fl(^) > ana the result of Kac and Kazhdan [KK] about the determinant of the Shapovalov form restricted to each weight space £/(n_)_, for n£Q+.
Let q(A) be the GKM algebra associated to a symmetrizable GGCM A = (aij)ijej.
Then the universal enveloping algebra U(2(A)) of q(A) can be written as U(2(A)) = C/(n_) ®c U(b) <8>c U(n+), corresponding to the triangular decomposition: g(A) = n_ © h © n+ . In particular, we have the following decomposition as a vector space:
We denote by p: U(2(A)) -► U(b) the Harish-Chandra projection of U(2(A)) onto U(b) parallel to the second summand of the above sum.
Then the Shapovalov form F(-, •) with values in U(b) on U(2(A)) (see [S] )
is defined by
where a is the involutive anti-automorphism of U(g(A)) determined by cT(e¡) = fi, o(fi) = e¡ (i £ I), and a (h) = h (h£b).
In particular, we have
where U(g(A))n is the weight space of weight n £ Q (c b*) of U(g(A)) under the (extended) adjoint action of b. Furthermore, on the Verma module V(X) (X £ b*), we define a symmetric bilinear (C-valued) form (• , -)a (see [J] ) by (giv2 , g2vk)k := X(F(gx, g2)) (gx, g2 £ U(q(A))) , where v2 = 1 ® 1 £ V(X) is the canonical generator. Here X £ b* is naturally extended to U(b) (^C[h*])by: X(hxh2 ■ ■ ■ hk) := (X, hx)(X, h2) ■ ■■ (X, hk) (hx,h2,... ,hk£b) .
One can easily check that the form (• , -)a is well-defined, and satisfies the following properties:
(3) the radical of (• , -)a is a unique maximal proper g(^)-submodule of V(X).
This form (• , -)2 on the Verma module V(X) is also called a Shapovalov form.
For r\ £ Q+ , we denote by Fn the restriction of the Shapovalov form F to the weight space C/(n_)_, := i/(n_) n U($(A))-n. Note that dimc U(n-)-v = K(n) < +00, where K(n) (n £ Q+) is the (generalized) Kostant partition function (see [K, Chapter 10] ).
We know the following theorem, due to Kac and Kazhdan [KK] . Remark 4.1.2. In [KK] , the above theorem is proved in the more general setting of contragredient Lie algebras.
4.2. Jantzen's character sum formula for a single Verma module. Here we review the theory of Jantzen's character sum formula for a single Verma module (cf. [J] ). This was generalized to the case of contragredient Lie algebras by Kac and Kazhdan [KK] , by using Theorem 4.1.1 above. However, we prefer to use a slightly different derivation of the filtration of a Verma module given by RochaCaridi and Wallach, which may be thought of as a special case of the filtration given in §4.3 (see [RW] and [W] ). Let g(A) be a symmetrizable GKM algebra. Recall that the universal enveloping algebra £/(n_) of n_ is isomorphic to Verma modules V(X) (A eh*) as a vector space via the map Í7(n_) -> V(X) given by y h-> y <g> 1 = yvk, where v2 = 1 <8> 1 € V(X) is the canonical generator. Then, via the above map, we can regard Í7(n_) asa g(,4)-module with an action of q(A) denoted by n2. (Here we remark that for y e C/(n_)_, (n £ Q+) and h £ h, we have n2(h)y = (X -n, h)y.) Moreover, again via the above map, the Shapovalov form (• , -)2 can also be regarded as a bilinear form on C/(n_) (depending on A G h*), such
as the space of all polynomials in one variable / with values in U(n-). We fix an element C of b* such that (Qn) # 0 for any tj€Q+\ {0} .
Then we have the following.
Theorem 4.2.1 (see [J] , [KK] , [W] ). We keep the above notation. (1) for any n e Q+, V(X)2-n n V(X)¡ = 0 for some i, (2) V(X)/V(X)X<=L(X) asa s(A)-module, (3) the following equality holds in the algebra I? :
where the roots ß £ A+ are taken with their multiplicities.
The above filtration
Jantzen's filtration of V(X), and the assertion (3) is called Jantzen's character sum formula.
4.3. Generalization of Jantzen's character sum formula for a quotient of two Verma modules. The aim of this subsection is to sketch the proof of a generalization (to GKM algebras) of Jantzen's character sum formula for a quotient of two Verma modules (= the first assertion of Theorem II in the Introduction). The proof is based on a number of lemmas below. From now till the end of this paper, we assume that the GGCM A = (fl¿_/)¿,ye/ is symmetrizable, and satisfies the condition that a,, ^0 for i £ I. This assumption is crucial for the proofs of some lemmas, and of course, for the main result (Theorem 4.3.12) of this subsection.
First we recall the following useful lemma. Now we introduce some notation, following [RW] . We set T:= U (w,0)oP+, and then, for each i £ Ire , r+:={X£r\ (X + p,af)>0} and r~ :={X£r\ (X + p^^KO}.
In addition, for a £ A and ac € Z>i , we put b*a,k:={X£b*\2(X + p\a) = k(a\a)}.
If a £ W -nim (cA+nAim), we put m(a) := min{£(w) | a = w(af (w £ W, j £ I"")}.
Here we note that wx(afl) = w2(a.j2) (wx, u>2 £ W, jx, j2 £ I"") implies ah = ah > since (ajx, af), (a72, af) < 0 (i £ Ire) (cf. the proof of [K, Propo- sition 3.12]). We also note that, for a = w(aj) (w £ W, a¡ £ /7""), ka £ A if and only if Ac = ± 1, and dime fla = dime 0a, = 1, since the root system A is invariant with their multiplicities under the action of the Weyl group W. Thus, P+nh* k is Zariski-dense in h* k if and only if Ac = 1, since (afaf < 0.
The proof of the following lemma is essentially the same as that of [RW, Lemma 3.2] , except that we use Remark 4.3.2 above. Before proceeding further, we prepare the following notation: for the Verma module V(X) = £® ,,. V(X)X, we put V(X)[n_] := nT€h* V(^ (direct product of weight spaces). Then the h-module structure on the vector space V(X) [n_] can be extended in the natural way to a g(^)-module structure.
The proofs of the next Lemmas 4.3.5 and 4.3.6 are essentially the same as those of [GW, Lemma 4 .1] and [GW, Corollary 4.3] , respectively. However, we give some detail for the convenience of the reader, since our setting differs considerably from that of [GW] . Lemma 4.3.5 (cf. [GW, Lemma 4 .1] and [RW, Lemma 3.5] ). For each p £ Q+ , there exists a rational function X i-> n-ß(X) from b* into U(n-)-ß with the following properties:
(1) n0(X) = l;
(2) if X is in 3, then n-ß is defined at X, and we have (y, n-ß(X))2 = /(y) for y £ U(n-)-p\ (3) for i £ I, there is a rational function X h-> n'_ß ¡(X) from b* into U(xi-)-n+a¡, whose singularity set is contained in that of n-ß, such that for X£3,
[ei,n-ß(X)\ = n-ß+ai(X) + n'_ß<i(X)(av -(X, <#)).
Sketch of proof. If V(X) is irreducible, then the Shapovalov form (• , -)x on V(X) is clearly nondegenerate. Moreover, we can naturally extend (• , -)x to a pairing (again denoted by (• , -)x ) of f7(n_) with V(X\n_], such that (yX, v)x = (X,a(y)v)x (X,y£U(n_), v£V(X)[n_}). In this case, the map v h-> (., v)x defines a linear isomorphism </>: V(X\n_x--► Homc(i7(n_), C). Since x is an element of Homc(í/(n_), C), there exists a unique element v0 £ V(X) [n_] such that 4>(v0) = X, ie., (y, v0)x = x(y) (y £ U(x\-)). Here we have, for x £ U(n+), y £ c7(n_),
so that xvq = x(a(x))vo ■ Because v0 is an element of V(X\n_i-, we can write v0= J2 n-ß(X)vx, peQ+ where v2 is the canonical generator of V(X), and for p £ Q+, n-ß(X) £ U(n-)-ß is uniquely determined by the property (y,n-ß(X))x = x(y) (y£U(n-).ß).
To show that ñ-M(X) depends rationally on A, we define a positive definite inner product (• , •) on t/(n_) in a natural way, using a basis of f/(n_) constructed from root vectors by the Poincaré-Birkhoff-Witt theorem. Then, for p = J2i€¡ m¡ai £ Q+ , there exists a polynomial map X >-> xß(X) from b* into Endc(í7(n_)_/Í) such that (y,y')x = (y, V(A)y') (y,y'£ U(n-).ß). If X £ 3, i.e., V(X) is irreducible, then (• , -)x is nondegenerate on U(r\-)-ß , so detr^iA) ^ 0 for all p £ Q+. Furthermore, in this case, we see from the above argument that n-ß(X) = xM(X)~X fxm> f2m2 ■ ■ ■ f™".
Finally, the assertion (3) follows from the fact that xv0 = x(o~(x))v0 (x £ n+) by the same argument as in the proof of [GW, Lemma 4 .1]. Thus, we have completed the proof of the lemma. D In order to derive a formula for aa_/j(A) , we prepare some more notation. It is clear that ea,iVX = 6aA(X)vx, and x(0a,i(X)) = l (X£b*)-We put, for p £ Q+ , qß(X) := x(S-ß(X)) (X e h*).
Then, as an obvious consequence of Lemma 4.3.5, we have the following. Lemma 4.3.8 (cf. [RW, Lemma 3.8] ). Let p£Q+\{0}.
(1) Ify£ C/(n_)_", then (S-ß(X),y)x = x(y)Rß(X) for leí,*.
(2) (S-ß(X), S^ß(X))x = qß(X)Rß(X) for X £ fr* . Lemma 4.3.10 (cf. [RW, Lemma 3.9] ). Let a £ W • 77"" .
(1) IfX£b*a x,then S-a(X) = qa(X)6aA(X). (Recall that dimc Qa = 1 for a £ W • 77 .) Then the rest of the argument used to prove [RW, Lemma 3.9 (1)] applies to our case. For the assertion (2), we take an element Ç £b* such that (Qn) ^ 0 for any *! £ Q+\ {0} , instead of p £ b* in the proof of [RW, Lemma 3.9] . Then the proof is exactly the same as that of [RW, Lemma 3.9 (2) ]. D Finally, we come to the main part of this subsection. Let a = Y^iei m¡ai e W • 77"" , A £ b*a , , and let 0Q,i € £/(n_ © h)_" be the element in Theorem 4.3.4. Then it easily follows that 6a t x (X)vx = 6a, i vx £ V(X) is a nonzero highest weight vector of weight A -a, where vx is the canonical generator of V(X). Hence we get an embedding T(X):V(X-a)^V(X), where T(X)vx_a = 6atX(X)vx with vx_a the canonical generator of V(X -a). Now we set N(X):= V(X)/T(X)V(X-a).
We fix root vectors fn+x, fn+2, ... £ n_ = £®e¿)+ fl_a so that fx,f2,... is a basis of n_ by root vectors. We set da,x := fxmi ■■■ f/f". Then, for each p £ Q+ , we can construct a complementary subspace V-ß to f/(n_)_M+a • 8a¡ x in U(ri-)-ß , such that for all £ 6 b*, V_ß © (U(n-)-ß+a -0Q,i(í)) = Uin-j-jt as a vector space (see [S, §3] ). Now we set V := Y^%q+ V-ß ■ Then, for ¿; 6 b*a , , V is isomorphic to N(£) as a vector space via the map n given by Proof. We show that (• , •){ on N(£,) is nondegenerate. This is equivalent to the irreducibility of N(Ç), since 7V(¿) is a highest weight a(^)-module with highest weight £. Hence it suffices to show that if, for some n £ Q+, there exists a nonzero highest weight vector v £ N(Ç)ç_n , then n = 0.
Suppose that n ^ 0. Then it readily follows from the definition of the Casimir operator Q and the fact that Q acts on N(Ç) by the scalar (Ç+p\Ç+p)
So we get 2(£ + p\n) = (n\r¡). Therefore, from the assumption of the lemma, it follows that n = a.
Thus we obtain a nonzero weight vector v £ V(£,)^_a of weight ¿; -a such that v i T(Ç)V(Z -a) and n+v £ T(Ç)V(£ -a). Now it is obvious that n+v = 0. So we have got two linearly independent embeddings of V(Ç-a) into V(£). This is a contradiction, since we have dimcHomB(^)(F(¿;-a), V(£)) = 1 by [KK, Proposition 4.1(a) ]. This proves the lemma. D
We fix an element a = w(a.j) (w £ W ,a¡ £ 77"") of W • 77"" , and an element A e h* , . Let co £ b* be an element such that (oe\a) = 0 and (u)\ß)*0 (ß£A;\{a}). Now we give a construction of the desired filtration of N(X) = V(X)/ T(X)V(X -a) by g(¿1)-submodules. We set, for cj e b* , ,
It is clear that X + tea £ b*a x for all t £ C. We note that if A + t0co e (K \Y (^ 0) f°T some ¿o £ C, then the form (-|-)/i-r,ocü is nondegenerate on F = £®eQ+F_" by Lemma 4-3-U' and so D'iM^-p(l + (o«) = det((v,|t;J)/i+íou))1<,i7<^ 9¿ 0 for all /a € Q+. Since such t0 £ C clearly exists, the polynomial map 7)^+to_/J(A + tco) in í is not identically equal to zero. Hence, for each p £ Q+ , there exists some e = e(p) > 0 such that D'k+tco-p(x + tco)^0 for all teC with 0 < |r| < e .
Then, using [J, Lemma 5.1] Thus we have A e h* x, and hence we can apply Theorem 4.3.12 to this case.
In this section, we first apply Theorem 4.2.1 to obtain that [V((w ,0)oA): L((w , af) o A)] = 1. Then we apply Theorem 4.3.12 to show that the constant a(X) in Theorem 4.3.12 is equal to 1 in the above case (which is the second assertion of Theorem II). The latter fact plays an important role in the proof of the Kazhdan-Lusztig conjecture in §6.
5.1. Application of the character sum formula for a Verma module. Now we shall make use of Jantzen's character sum formula for a single Verma module to compute the multiplicity [V((w, 0) Since we have the exact sequence Therefore, we have o = E ww¡: L/ >i
It has already been seen in the proof of Theorem 5.1.1 that 6.1. Proof of the multiplicity formula. In [N] , we proved the following theorem (without assuming that a" ^ 0 (i £ I)). Furthermore, we conjectured that, under the assumption that a,, ^ 0 (i £ I), the equality holds for any (w , ßx), (z, ßf) £ W xsé(A) in the above theorem. Now we are ready to prove this conjecture.
Theorem 6.1.2 (multiplicity formula). Let q(A) be a GKM algebra associated to a symmetrizable GGCM A = (a¡j)ije¡ satisfying the condition that a,, ^ 0 (i £l). Let A£P+, and (w, ßx), (z, ßf) £ W x sé (A). Then we have [V((w,ßx) Finally, we come to the main result of this paper. Theorem 6.2.2 (character formula). Let q(A) be a GKM algebra associated to a symmetrizable GGCM A = (a¡f)ij€j with Qa ^0 (i £ I). Let A £ P+ . Then, for (w, ß) £ W xsé(A), we have (equality in the algebra f) chV((w,ß)oA)= E P(w,ß)AW',ß^)chL((W',ß')oA).
{w',ß')eWxjf(A)
